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SANCHINARRO, Spain: Volunteer gardener Victor Nogueira holds up a red cabbage at the urban and community garden at Santa Mar’a de la Paz Center in Sanchinarro near Madrid. ‘For me and for many others, it’s like therapy, it
makes us forget unemployment,’ explains Felix Jumbo in bustling in one of thousands of urban gardens that have hatched in Spain since the economic crisis. — AFP 

MADRID: Five years ago, during Spain’s housing
boom, Felix Jumbo worked as a builder. Now he
digs pumpkins and cabbages in a district where
construction cranes once swung. Like millions in
Spain, the 51-year-old Ecuadorian lost his job. But
he keeps busy in one of thousands of “social allot-
ments” that sprang up here during the crisis. “For
me and for a lot of people, this is a kind of thera-
py. It helps us forget about being unemployed,”
he said at the kitchen garden in the working class
Adelfas neighborhood of Madrid. 

As a builder “I earned a lot of money, up to
3,000 euros ($3,300) a month,” he said-but he has
not found work since 2010. So he and dozens of
neighbors took over a patch of land near a railway,
surrounded by housing blocks built during the
construction bubble that burst in 2008. They ran a

long hosepipe from across the street, set up sprin-
klers, and began planting beans, lettuce, cab-
bages, tomatoes and pumpkins. Shoots started
growing from the once-dry deserted ground.
“Little by little, we went from one vegetable patch
to two, three, four. Now we have 16,” Jumbo said.

Industrial revolution, organic age
Spain’s construction bust threw millions out of

work and into poverty-but it also left countless
empty plots of ground where building sites were
abandoned. “What are they doing with those
plots of land that were once intended for housing
blocks? They are making urban gardens,” said
Gregorio Ballesteros, an expert from the Spanish
Organic Agriculture Society.

There were about 2,500 such urban gardens

across Spain in 2006 before the crisis. The number
has now surged to more than 15,000 in 200
towns and cities, said Ballesteros. “In Spain, many
of the vegetable gardens are near railway lines, in
places where the ownership of the land is not
clear,” he said. This kind of kitchen garden became
common in the United States and northern
Europe in the late 19th century at the height of
the Industrial Revolution. They are “historically
linked” to times of economic and social crisis and
war, but nowadays are also a means of sustain-
able organic food production, Ballesteros said. In
Spain “we are a hundred years behind. We are still
light years away from other countries”.

Back from the dead
Some of the patches are publicly funded, such

as ones in impoverished Andalusia, whose
regional government helped set them up for
poor families. Barcelona is now formally authoriz-
ing plots that had been taken over illegally,
Ballesteros said. Elsewhere, plots have been set
up by private initiatives such as Juan Tomate, a
group running social allotments for the homeless.
At a shelter run by the Catholic order of San Juan
de Dios in Madrid, Victoriano Castellanos stands
in a straw hat among peppers, tomatoes and
cucumbers.  “This is a way of being reborn,” said
Castellanos, 59, in a trembling voice. “You have
come back from the dead.”The produce of this
garden, set up a year ago, gets cooked in the
kitchen of the homeless shelter. Among the resi-
dents here are long-term homeless people as
well as recent arrivals, including even lawyers and

businesspeople who have fallen on hard times,
said the shelter’s director Juan Antonio Diego.

Victor Noguera, 62, a sociologist by training,
lived in various countries before winding up job-
less back in Madrid. He arrived at the shelter four
days ago and picked up a hoe. “Feeling like a
corpse as far as the job market is concerned is
very hard to take,” he said. “This helps you feel
more psychologically balanced.” In Madrid’s hip
central Lavapies district locals have set up a veg-
etable garden dubbed Esta Es Una Plaza-”This is a
Square”. “Before we locals took it over, this was an
abandoned plot, a sea of rubble and syringes,”
said Candela Martinez, 34, as local children ran
around among the greenery. For her it is a social
meeting place as well as an allotment. “Here, we
grow relationships and feelings,” she said. — AFP 
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BERLIN: The German government’s
panel of independent economic
advisers favors creating an insolven-
cy mechanism for euro-zone states
and says countries should be able
to leave the single currency as a last
resort. The Greek crisis has called
into question the future of the euro.
Wrangling over a third bailout for
the heavily indebted country
almost sending Athens crashing out
of the euro-zone. In a report pub-
lished yesterday, the council of five
experts, known as the “wise men”,
said the Greek crisis showed further
reforms were needed, such as an
insolvency procedures, to make the
euro-zone more stable. But the
council stressed that it should still
be possible for a country to drop
the euro as a “last resort”, to avoid
threatening the existence of the sin-
gle currency.

“In a currency union, the basic
rules must be adhered to and for this
reason the exit of a member state
should not be taboo, for otherwise
partners are susceptible to black-
mail,” council member Lars Feld told
reporters on a media call. Feld also
said the council viewed a third
bailout for Greece as the “right step”
as long as Athens implemented
reforms.  He said an insolvency
mechanism would work by assessing
whether a country requesting aid
from the euro-zone’s bailout fund
was caught in an extreme budget
crisis. If so, debt restructuring would
be needed, for example through a

one-off extension of maturities or a
haircut. Nonetheless, the council
said an insolvency mechanism
would only be possible once states
had dealt with current debt levels.
They also warned against “quick-
win” fiscal policies, such as the cre-
ation of a euro-zone treasury, a
European unemployment insurance
scheme or an economic govern-
ment for the bloc. “Making the euro
area collectively responsible for
potential costs without member
states giving up any national sover-
eignty over fiscal and economic
policies would - sooner or later -
make the currency union more
unstable,” they wrote.

The council’s stance conflicted
with a study from the ZEW think
tank, also published yesterday, that
proposed a common unemploy-
ment insurance scheme and an
insolvency process for countries
threatened with bankruptcy. The
economists envisaged granting
heavily indebted states a three-year
period to access funds from the
euro-zone’s bailout mechanism
before negotiations over debt
restructuring start. 

Both sets of proposals come as
politicians look for lessons from the
Greek debt crisis. Over the week-
end, the German magazine Der
Spiegel reported that Germany was
willing to discuss naming a euro-
zone finance minister who would
have his own budget and the power
to raise extra taxes. — Reuters

BEIJING: China’s stock market tumbled this
week despite a massive government inter-
vention aimed at halting a slide in prices
that began last month. At its peak in early
June, the Shanghai Composite Index had
risen about 150 percent from late 2014.
After dropping 30 percent over several
weeks, government support measures
calmed the market. But on Monday the sell-
off resumed, with the Shanghai index suffer-
ing a drop of 8.5 percent, its biggest daily
fall since February 2007. Here’s what the
sell-off means for China’s economy and oth-
er countries.

How concerned are Chinese?
Gyrating stock prices are a popular topic

of tea break chatter, but only a minority of
Chinese are directly affected. The market
boom prompted millions of novice
investors to pile into the market.  But even
with the new additions, a survey by
Southwestern University of Finance found
the share of households that participate in
the market still stood at just 8.8 percent in
the second quarter of this year. That is well
below the one-third or more of households
in the United States and other Western mar-
kets that own stocks.

Biggest winners, losers
Winners included small companies in

technology, auto parts and other industries
that caught investor attention with an early
price surge and enjoyed more gains as more
speculators piled in. Sugon Information
Industry Ltd., a manufacturer of computer
equipment, was the biggest gainer on the
Shanghai exchange, with shares up 270 per-
cent from Nov 1 through yesterday. No 2
was Ue Furniture Co, a maker of high-tech
office chairs, up 240 percent. State-owned
construction companies rose after Beijing
announced initiatives to expand trade links

with neighboring Asian economies - plans
that are  expected to lead to multibillion-
dollar spending on infrastructure. Other win-
ners include securities firms, which received
a flood of money from trading fees and
interest on loans to buy shares. Prices rose so
much that losses for the biggest decliners
were modest. Among the biggest losers was
Xiamen Overseas Chinese Electronic Co., a
maker of TV sets, off 27 percent.

Is China’s economy collapsing?
China’s stock market has little direct con-

nection to its economy. Since trading began
in 1990, the mainland’s two exchanges in
Shanghai and the southern city of
Shenzhen have been used mostly to raise
money for state companies. Regulators have

eased access for private companies but the
exchanges still are dominated by state
industry. In this government-dominated
system, investors react more to changes in
regulation and the availability of credit to
finance trading and less to economic funda-
mentals. That can mean share prices move
in the opposite direction from economic
performance. The explosive rise over the
past year came as manufacturing and other
economic indicators declined.

How has govt intervened?
Beijing has unleashed a barrage of

measures stop the market slide. They
include a threat to prosecute short-sellers,
canceling initial public offerings of stock
and prohibiting major shareholders from

selling their stakes for six months. The gov-
ernment mandated its main pension fund
for civil servants to invest up to 30 percent
of its assets in stocks, or up to 900 billion
yuan ($145 billion).  Brokerages in the state-
dominated securities industry increased the
size of their stock-buying fund to 260 billion
yuan ($42 bill ion). And Central Huijin
Investment Ltd., a unit of China’s $750 bil-
lion sovereign wealth fund, said it would
avoid selling any Chinese shares.

Does it affect the world?
China keeps its financial markets largely

sealed off from global capital flows. But due
to the size of its economy, traders abroad
watch Chinese markets closely and react to
dramatic changes. Beginning in 2002,
Beijing allowed a handful of foreign fund
managers to buy Chinese shares under rules
that limit short-term trading. Foreign access
increased with the Nov. 17 launch of a pro-
gram that allows foreign investors to buy
mainland shares through Hong Kong bro-
kers. The Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock
Connect limits foreigners to buying 568
mainly blue chip stocks on the Shanghai
exchange, or about half the companies trad-
ed there. Those restrictions mean money
cannot flow quickly into or out of the
Chinese market. But lurches in Chinese
share prices have triggered selloffs in mar-
kets abroad. China got little “wealth effect”
on the way up, and analysts say the impact
on the way down also should be limited.
Shareholders who sold before prices
peaked made windfall profits. But the rise
was too brief to goose consumer spending
at a time when economic growth is slowing.
One notable effect: The bulge in revenue for
securities firms was so big that it helped to
offset weakness in other industries and
keep economic growth at an unexpectedly
strong 7 percent for second quarter.  —AP
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BEIJING: A man checks Chinese yuan bills in Beijing yesterday. Chinese
shares sank yesterday morning, a day after Shanghai’s steepest slide in eight
years, defying renewed government vows of support that analysts warned
were not enough to settle nervous investors. — AFP 


